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Cambridge IGCSE and O Level Geography 3rd edition
Exam board: Cambridge Assessment International Education Level: IGCSE Subject: Geography First teaching: September
2018 First exams: Summer 2020 This title is endorsed by Cambridge Assessment International Education to support the full
syllabus for examination from 2020. Critically observe and investigate the three geographical themes in the latest
Cambridge IGCSE and O Level Geography syllabuses (0460//0976/2217) and ensure full coverage with a comprehensive
guide to all themes, skills and coursework required. - Trust experienced authors and teachers to guide you through the
required topics and facts. - Navigate the syllabuses confidently with relevant key questions at the start of each chapter. Deepen understanding of geographical concepts through up-to-date case studies from around the world. - Check
comprehension with case study analyses and activities throughout. - Consolidate learning with definitions of key terms,
topic summaries, additional questions, further help with case studies and images online. Available in this series: Student
Textbook Third edition (ISBN 9781510421363) Student eTextbook (ISBN 9781510420359) Whiteboard eTextbook (ISBN
9781510420366) Workbook (ISBN 9781510421387) Online Teacher's Guide (ISBN 9781510424166) Study and Revision
Guide (ISBN 9781510421394)

Cambridge Checkpoint Science Coursebook 7
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Includes an analysis of respiratory effects, primarily lung cancer in non-smoking adults and non-cancer respiratory illness in
children, with emphasis on epidemiological data.

Cambridge International AS and A Level Business Revision Guide
Examines the lives of the Bronte family, describes the times during which they lived, and surveys the landscapes that
influenced and inspired their writing

Business Studies: IGCSE
Written by a team of experts in Caribbean business education, Principles of Business for CSEC(R) engages students with the
fundamental concepts of business, and encourages the development of their critical thinking and entrepreneurial skills.

Cambridge IGCSE® and O Level Accounting Coursebook
This highly respected and valued textbook has been the book of choice for Cambridge IGCSE students since its publication.
This new edition, complete with CD-ROM, continues to provide comprehensive, up-to-date coverage of the core and
extended curriculum specified in the IGCSE Physics syllabus, The book is supported by a CD-ROM containing extensive
revision and exam practice questions, background information and reference material.

Cambridge O Level Principles of Accounts Workbook
Covers the Cambridge IGCSE Accounting syllabus (0452) and Cambridge O Level Accounting syllabus (7110), first
examination 2020. With more practice questions than the previous edition and content matched to the Cambridge IGCSE
and O Level Accounting syllabuses, this coursebook increases understanding of accounting best practice. Clear step-by-step
explanations and instructions help students learn how to record, report, present and interpret financial information while
gaining an appreciation of the ways accounting is used in modern business contexts. The coursebook is ideal for those new
to accounting. Also available in the series - workbook, revision guide, teacher's resource and Cambridge Elevate enhanced
edition. Answers to the coursebook and workbook questions are in the teacher's resource.

Cambridge IGCSE ICT 2nd Edition
Cambridge International AS and A Level Business Revision Guide helps students apply their knowledge, understanding and
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skills to succeed in their course. This endorsed Cambridge International AS and A Level Business Revision Guide has been
designed to further develop students' skills for the Cambridge International AS and A Level Business course. Revised to
meet the latest syllabus (9609) this book is packed full of guidance to reinforce students' understanding and skills to
succeed in their course. Written by experienced examiners this Revision Guide is perfect for international learners and
accompanies the Cambridge International AS and A Level Business Coursebook (third edition).

IGCSE Accounting
IGCSE Child Development
Written by well-respected authors, the suite provides a comprehensive, structured resource which covers the full
Cambridge Secondary 1 framework and seamlessly progresses into the next stage. This engaging course supports teaching
of the Science framework both theoretically and practically, with full coverage of the Scientific Enquiry framework
integrated throughout the series. This Coursebook for Stage 7 gives a thorough introduction to the concepts, and offers a
wealth of ideas for hands-on activities to make the subject matter come to life.

A Girl Called Jack
Cambridge IGCSE Chemistry
We are working with Cambridge International Examinations to gain endorsement for this new edition of the worldwide
bestselling Student's Book. Now including Brian Sargent in the expert author team, alongside first edition authors Graham
Brown and David Watson, this book has been fully revised and updated to cover every part of the latest Cambridge IGCSE
ICT (0417) syllabus. - Written by experts, who bring a wealth of theoretical knowledge and practical experience to both the
book and the CD - Ensures that students are fully prepared for both the written theory paper as well as the two practical
papers - Covers each section of the syllabus with clear explanations and plenty of tasks and activities Every Student's Book
includes a CD that contains source files for the tasks and activities.

Cambridge Checkpoint English Coursebook 8
A full update and revision to this best-selling and highly popular book. It is suitable for all Advanced Level courses and is
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designed for students all abilities and assumes a minimum level of achievement at GCSE.

Cambridge IGCSE® Accounting Workbook
Collins Cambridge IGCSE ® Accounting Workbook supports the Student Book by providing additional material for skills
development and reinforcement of understanding. It is fully matched to the Cambridge IGCSE Accounting (0452) syllabus
and offers carefully-graded exercises to meet the needs of all learners. Exam Board: Cambridge Assessment International
EducationFirst teaching: 2018 First exams: 2020 The Workbook supports the Student's Book in providing additional practice
for the new IGCSE Accounting syllabus (0452) as well as the Cambridge O Level syllabus (7707), both for first teaching 2018
and first examination in 2020* Follows the same order of learning as the Student Book* Each unit starts with a checklist of
objectives to encourage students to reflect on their knowledge and understanding and to guide them with how to continue
with their learning* Offers differentiated tasks to meet the needs of all students* Each unit includes questions to support
those struggling with a particular topic* Each unit includes questions for students who feel confident with the material in the
unit and want to take it further* Each unit includes further practice questions suitable for all students* Unit reviews offer
exam-style multiple-choice questions for practice and reinforcement* End-of-chapter reviews offer further exam practice,
both of MCQs and structured written questions This title is endorsed by Cambridge Assessment International Education.

Accounting for AQA : AS and A Level Year 1
Written by highly experienced authors, Cambridge IGCSE Chemistry Workbook provides complete support for the IGCSE
Chemistry syllabus offered by CIE. This book contains exercises that provide clear progression to students as they go along.
A wide variety of questions develop all the skills needed to succeed in the IGCSE Chemistry examination. Simple and clear
language makes this book accessible to a range of abilities. This workbook is fully endorsed by CIE and is intended to be
used alongside the Cambridge IGCSE Chemistry Coursebook. A Teacher's Resource CD-ROM is also available.

Cambridge International AS and A Level English Language Coursebook
Accounting and Bookkeeping Principles and Practice is written for students of Certificate IV Financial Services (Bookkeeping)
in the FNS10 Financial Services Training Package. This text is also a useful resource for students of a wide range of
introductory accounting courses. Featuring a student-friendly writing style and a wealth of exercises, this is the perfect text
for VET-level bookkeeping students. Scope: This text is mapped to competencies in the FNS10 Financial Services Training
Package and covers core units for Certificate IV Financial Services (Bookkeeping), as well as the elective units FNSACC302A
Administer Subsidiary Accounts and Ledgers, and FNSACC404A Maintain Inventory Records.
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The World of the Brontës
Short, easy to read rhymes reveal what is unique about various animals, from ape to wolf.

Love Letters of the Great War
The bestselling title, developed by International experts - now updated to offer comprehensive coverage of the core and
extended topics in the latest syllabus. - Includes a student's CD-ROM featuring interactive tests and practice for all
examination papers - Covers the core and supplement sections of the updated syllabus - Supported by the most
comprehensive range of additional material, including Teacher Resources, Laboratory Books, Practice Books and Revision
Guides - Written by renowned, expert authors with vast experience of teaching and examining international qualifications
We are working with Cambridge International Examinations to gain endorsement.

IGCSE Physics
The bestselling title, developed by International experts - now updated to offer comprehensive coverage of the core and
extended topics in the latest syllabus. - Covers the core and supplement sections of the updated syllabus - Supported by
the most comprehensive range of additional material, including Teacher Resources, Laboratory Books, Practice Books and
Revision Guides - Written by renowned, expert authors with vast experience of teaching and examining international
qualifications We are working with Cambridge International Examinations to gain endorsement.

Principles of Business for CSEC
Accounting Principles Part 1, 5th Canadian Edition
Our bestselling IB Diploma course book for Economics has been revised and updated in line with the 2011 syllabus change.
Now in colour, with increased diagrams and photographs to support students' learning as well as a CD-ROM that contains 17
handy revision sheets, specimen papers, glossary, and weblinks for further research.

Penpals for Handwriting Year 1 Practice Book
100 easy and delicious meals on a tight budget with Jack Monroe's A Girl Called Jack. Jack is a cash-strapped single mum
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living in Southend. When she found herself with a shopping budget of just £10 a week to feed herself and her young son,
she addressed the situation with immense resourcefulness, creativity and by embracing her local supermarket's 'basics'
range. She created recipe after recipe of delicious, simple and upbeat meals that were outrageously cheap. Learn with Jack
Monroe's A Girl Called Jack how to save money on your weekly shop whilst being less wasteful and creating inexpensive,
tasty food. Recipes include Vegetable Masala Curry for 30p a portion, Pasta alla Genovese for 19p a portion, Fig, Rosemary
and Lemon Bread for 26p and a Jam Sponge reminiscent of school days for 23p a portion. 'Sassy, political, and cooking
amazing food on £10 a week. We need more like her' - Xanthe Clay, The Telegraph Jack Monroe is a 24-year-old single
mother and local newspaper reporter. Finding herself with a food budget of just £10 a week, she began to create nutritious
recipes to feed herself and her son. Giving the recipes out to a local food bank, to help others in her situation, she then
began to publish them online on her blog, A Girl Called Jack, which now has thousands of followers. Jack was awarded the
2013 Fortnum and Mason Judges' Choice Award for the impact that her blog has had. She lives in Essex with her son.

WJEC Eduqas GCSE (9-1) Religious Studies
The Cambridge Checkpoint English suite provides a comprehensive, structured resource which covers the Secondary 1
framework for English and seamlessly progresses into the next key stage (covered by our Cambridge IGCSE® First
Language English series). This lively stage 8 Coursebook contains 12 themed units providing comprehensive coverage of
the revised Cambridge Secondary 1 syllabus. As the core component in this suite, this title includes coverage of the five
content areas (Phonics, Spelling and Vocabulary, Grammar and Punctuation, Reading, Writing, and Speaking and Listening).
Additional features include rigorous language practice and teaching of key concepts, engaging activities to develop reading
and writing skills, integrated speaking and listening tasks and a wide range of fiction and non-fiction texts from around the
world. A skill-building, write-in workbook and a Teacher's Resource CD-ROM are available separately.

The Explorer's Daughter
Endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations. Develop your students computational thinking and programming skills
with complete coverage of the latest syllabus from experienced examiners and teachers. - Follows the order of the syllabus
exactly, ensuring complete coverage - Introduces students to self-learning exercises, helping them learn how to use their
knowledge in new scenarios Accompanying animation files of the key concepts are available to download for free online.
See the Quick Links to the left to access. This book covers the IGCSE (0478), O Level (2210) and US IGCSE entry (0473)
syllabuses, which are for first examination 2015. It may also be a useful reference for students taking the new Computer
Science AS level course (9608).
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Approaches to Learning and Teaching Science
For the first two years of her life Kari Herbert lived with her mother and father, the explorer Sir Wally Herbert, among the
Inuit people in the vast snowy wastes of the High Arctic. Her first words were Inuktun, her first friends the children of
hunters and the pull of the place and its people lured the family back several times during her childhood. Then in 2002 she
returned to the Arctic alone. She met her childhood friends again, remembered the exhilaration of sledging with dogs
across the ice and remembered the language and faces of her early years. She also encountered alarming changes: the
uneasy coexistence of modern life and ancient traditions, and of the hopes and tragedy at the heart of this extraordinary
and yet deeply familiar community. place of family memories and of savage beauty, where her friends still hunt and eat
whale meat; and where she rediscovers a compelling world where light and darkness dominate life.

Cambridge O Level Principles of Accounts
Bring out the best in every student, enabling them to develop in-depth subject knowledge with this accessible and engaging
Student's Book, created for the 2016 specification by a team of subject specialists and the leading Religious Studies
publisher. - Helps students of all abilities fulfil their potential and increase their understanding through clear, detailed
explanations of the key content and concepts - Motivates students to build and cement their knowledge and skills using a
range of imaginative, innovative activities that support learning and revision - Provides a variety of quotes from sources of
authority that students can draw on to enhance their responses and extend their learning - Encourages students to make
links between the world religions and philosophical and ethical issues so they develop a holistic view of religion in modern
Britain - Prepares students for examination with a rich bank of exam-style questions, guidance on how to improve
responses and student-friendly assessment criteria - Enables you to teach unfamiliar topics and systematic studies
confidently with clear explanations of Christian, Catholic Christian, Islamic and Judaic beliefs and practices, verified by faith
organisations WJEC Eduqas GCSE RS Component 1: Religious, philosophical and ethical studies in the Modern World 1 Issues
of Relationship 2 Issues of Life and Death 3 Issues of Good and Evil 4 Issues of Human Rights Component 2: 5 Beliefs and
teachings 6 Christianity: Practices Component 3: Study of a World Faith - Islam 7 Islam: Beliefs and teachings 8 Islam:
Practices Component 3: Study of a World Faith - Judaism 9 Judaism: Beliefs and teachings 10 Judaism: Practices

Cambridge IGCSE Business Studies 4th edition
Liberty, Equality, Fraternity
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Updated and fully aligned with the Cambridge International AS & A Level English Language 9093 syllabus for examination
2021. This coursebook helps students take an active approach to developing and applying the key reading and writing skills
they need to succeed in their AS & A Level English Language course. In the first part of the book, for AS Level, students will
learn to analyse and write different text types, from diaries and blogs to reviews, speeches and narratives. The second part
supports A Level study, building on the skills students have learnt at AS level and applying them to four specialist areas of
English: Language Change, Child Language Acquisition, English and the World, and Language and the Self.

Oodles of Animals
A key resource for the IGCSE Geography specification, written by leading and experienced Geography teachers and authors.
This book has been carefully prepared to cover the full curriculum for the University of Cambridge International
Examinations IGCSE course in Geography. It is accompanied by a CD-ROM offering invaluable study and revision support.

Cambridge IGCSE Chemistry 3rd Edition plus CD
Cambridge IGCSE Chemistry Workbook
Penpals for Handwriting is a complete handwriting scheme for 3-11 year olds. The Year 1 Penpals for Handwriting Practice
Book is designed for guided group work and individual practice, once the initial handwriting focus has been illustrated using
the Year 1 Penpals for Handwriting Interactive resource. Year 1 is the first time letters are used within words.

IB Economics Course Book
A subject-specific guide for teachers to supplement professional development and provide resources for lesson planning.
Approaches to learning and teaching Science is the result of close collaboration between Cambridge University Press and
Cambridge International Examinations. Considering the local and global contexts when planning and teaching an
international syllabus, the title presents ideas for Science with practical examples that help put theory into context.
Teachers can download online tools for lesson planning from our website. This book is ideal support for those studying
professional development qualifications or international PGCEs.

An Empiricist's View of the Nature of Religious Belief
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From the private papers of Winston Churchill to the tender notes of an unknown Tommy in the trenches, Love Letters of the
Great War brings together some of the most romantic correspondence ever written. Many of the letters collected here are
eloquent declarations of love and longing; others contain wrenching accounts of fear, jealousy and betrayal; and a number
share sweet dreams of home. But in all the correspondence – whether from British, American, French, German, Russian,
Australian and Canadian troops in the height of battle, or from the heartbroken wives and sweethearts left behind – there
lies a truly human portrait of love and war. A century on from the First World War, these letters offer an intimate glimpse
into the hearts of men and women separated by conflict, and show how love can transcend even the bleakest and most
devastating of realities. Edited and introduced by Mandy Kirkby, with a foreword from Orange Prize-winner Helen Dunmore.

IGCSE Geography
This Practice Book supports the existing and bestselling edition of IGCSE Chemistry Student's Book. - The perfect resource
to use throughout the course to ensure you learn the topics and practise the content of the Cambridge IGCSE syllabus. Contains a wealth of levelled questions, including Stretch and Challenge for higher ability students. - Plenty of exam-style
questions and actual exam questions from past Cambridge exam papers for exam success. Answers are free online at
www.hodderplus.com or www.hoddereducation.com/cambridgeextras This text has not been through the Cambridge
endorsement process.

Cambridge IGCSE Biology 3rd Edition
Endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations for the latest syllabus, this new edition of the the market-leading text
provides a true international perspective. This title has been endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations for the
latest Cambridge IGCSE (0450) and Cambridge O Level Business Studies (7115) syllabuses. - Offers an international
perspective through a wide range of up-to-date case studies - Reinforces understanding through a variety of activities and
discussion points - Provides examination preparation with revisions questions and summaries throughout - Written in
accessible language, but with plenty of detail for top-grade students

Accounting and Bookkeeping
Written to cover the IGCSE syllabus, Business Studies: IGCSE is divided into five sections, which are in turn divided into
units that provide convenient and flexible areas of learning. Each unit has a brief introduction followed by a business-incontext section and questions designed to help students understand the implications of the topic. Each unit contains
definitions of key terms and ends with a summary of the topic covered.
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A Concise Course in Advanced Level Statistics
Cambridge O Level Principles of Accounts has been designed specifically to meet the requirements of the Cambridge
syllabus. Cambridge O Level Principles of Accounts has been written specifically for the Cambridge O Level Accounting
syllabus. Accounting principles and practices have been explained in simple language to enhance the accessibility of the
contents to students whose first language is not English. The book reflects the changes in the O Level Principles of Accounts
syllabus and applies international accounting terminology.

Cambridge Igcse and O Level Accounting Revision Guide
This revised set of resources for Cambridge International AS and A Level Accounting syllabus (9706) is thoroughly updated
for the latest version of the curriculum. Written by experienced authors, this coursebook unpacks accounting concepts in an
engaging and accessible style. With clear definitions of up-to-date terminology, this resource is ideal for learners with a
wide range of abilities, including those whose first language is not English. Practical walkthroughs illustrate the application
of key accounting policies and practices, and activities reinforce knowledge and build analytical and evaluation skills. At the
end of each chapter there are opportunities to practice multiple-choice and structured questions to help prepare students
for their assessment.

Respiratory Health Effects of Passive Smoking
Cambridge O Level Principles of Accounts has been designed specifically to meet the requirements of the Cambridge
syllabus. Cambridge O Level Principles of Accounts Workbook has been written specifically for the Cambridge O Level
Accounting syllabus. This book can be used in conjunction with the Coursebook Cambridge O Level Principles of Accounts
written by the same author, but may also be used independently. This book applies international accounting terminology.

Cambridge International AS and A Level Accounting Coursebook
Cambridge IGCSE Computer Science
Encourage self-assessment and independent thinking with this textbook covering the CIE syllabus.
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